
E�LARGEME�T of a regular turk's head knot :  

THE SECRET OF THE MULE ! by Charles HAMEL 

 

 

 

This is almost never caught on first time around when explained with words only or with poorly sequenced 

drawings  

 

This 'secret'  has been 

unveiled in sequential 

diagrams here.. 

 

The mule system  is a 

dummy splitting you make 

alongside the 'laying for 

keep' :  

 

Doing so you "lock" your 

added BIGHT and you have 

an easy to use 

"disambiguating" device. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of the track laying  

phase you do the 'splitting the 

tracks' phase for keeps with the  

help of the mule that is then 

'sacrificed". 

 

But first ( that will make you 

feel how much a mule may be 

useful tool at the learning stage) 

the enlargement process high 

points. ( here illustrated id the 

Right Side or Process Type 1 ) 

 

 

--- first stone tripping your 

feet  in enlargement is :  

-Left  / Right ?  which one to 

choose? 

 

 

Any will do BUT you will not get an identical expansion with one compared with the other.  

 



 

One add more L & B than the other.  It all depends 

on the starting THK ! 

 

-- second stone : Laying track is the more difficult 

of the two phases.  

 

Splitting the tracks is relatively easy as you have 

two lines to guide you, and they are very distinctive  

in their crossing behaviour. 

Those two lines/lead  are adjacent and are doing 

identical up and down crossings when going from 

one BIGHT rim  to the other, so marring the nice 

U-O or O-U  periodicity with either O-O or U-U.  

 

Those pairs of O-O and U-U you must *split* to get 

again a nice O-U-O ( respectively U-O-U ). 

 

 'Retournons à nos moutons', 'let us come back to 

our sheep' as they say in France. 

 

Laying : starting with a finished one pass THK, you 

are ready to "double" it.  

 

Consider the frame of reference for orientation as 

the one used in my diagrams. 

 

Please do  *as if*  running a course parallel to the 

SPart-WEnd vector ( play at following the leader as 

in doubling )  making the same sort of crossing in 

O-U ( U-O ) alternating BUT DO THAT ONLY as 

far as the frontier. 

 

There, at theBIGHT rim,  two points are the 

keystone or the tripping stone of THK enlargement 

and must be fully understood and memorized to 

open the road to easy success. 

 

--- One point  is, as you are stepping "out of " the 

THK going into the great void you will 

immediately feel the need for the security of home 

and you will return as soon as possible inside the 

THK.  

 

In our example SPart-WEnd vector goes out 

stepping over oneBIGHT, so  it will get back 

stepping over the next ( immediately next) bight, 

always using the SPart-WEnd vector as guide  but 

with two twist often overlooked and not understood 

: 

 

AT THE FRO�TIER no more nice alternating O-

U ( U-O) but  a O-O ( or U-U as is the case ) ; 

TWICE I� SUCCESSIO� THE SAME TYPE 

OF CROSSI�G IS MADE. 

 

--- Second point is you must become agile at doing 

what politicians do as easily as breathing :  

YOU CHA�GE SIDE.  

If on going out you were on the right (left) then you 

return in on the left (right) side of the SPart-WEnd 

vector. (a vector is an oriented arrow : it as a point 

and a feathered end so there is no trouble whatever 

your position or the one of the arrow - relative to 

each other - you will always know were is the right 

side of the arrow and  where is the left. Feathered 

extremity is the SPart and point is the WEnd ). 

 

Do that at each frontier ( BIGHT rim, BIGHT 

border, BIGHT boundary )  and you are (almost) 

out of the wood. 

 

Here a little aparté quite adapted to the topic seeing 

how many of us were lost first time out in the vast 

wilderness of THK enlargement . Story goes that 

Davy Crockett said : 

 

I can’t rightly say I’ve ever been lost, but I’ve 

been mighty perplexed for two or  

three days runnin' 

-- Davy Crockett 
 

We all like to pretend that enlargement has never 

been a problem for us and that it is not rocket 

science.  

Well I have new for you there are plenty of hard 

mathematical facts behind enlargements and the 

"doing it "part is simple enough … 

ONCE YOU HAVE MASTERED IT.  

 

The other stone that will trip you is not a 

"theoretical" one but a very practical one. 

 

Doing enlargement, even a mammoth oneis 

(relatively) easy on a diagram, but with cordage 

that is another story. 

 

Cordage tend not to stay put,  the more so with a 

THK in the making and you may find that for large 

addition of BIGHT ( say you add 8 , that means you 

have 4 to keep in line till you get to splitting them ) 

it is easier said than done as the bight tend to slides 

"inside" the warm inside of the THK,  so you better 

keep them in line and quite often make the 

necessary correction to have them staying where 

they are supposed to be. 

 

Well this latter  tripping stone is pulverized by the 

use of a mule.  

As you do in parallel your laying the track for keep 

and your dummy splitting the tracks with the mule 

all is "locked" in place. 

 

People (there is at least one, a French) stupid and 

braggart enough,  just to show how bright they are 

(the less butter you have , the more you have to 

spread it on your bread !), will consider as an 

exploit making things wantonly difficult when they 



can be made simple and will disdain the MULE. 

 

Well there is no dishonour in using it for  high level 

enlargement  or in the learning phase. 

Better put in your neurons a "clean program" than 

inserting "wrong lines of instructions" that will 

makes bugs and need a re-writing.  

 

Australian Aborigines are said (don't know if that is 

true or not)  to change their self-attributed 

nickname and so would go from "the one that try to 

do enlargements" when they judge they truthfully 

can change it to "the one who does enlargements" 

 

I tried to give you all I know or think I know and 

retained nothing. 

I hope this will be enough to allow you , with a bit 

of personal effort, to change your name ! 

______________________________________________ 


